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Discovering Nanoscience

Exploring Gold Nanoparticles, the IBI
Prize–winning module, guides students’
construction and evidence-based reﬁnement
of their personal models of gold nanoparticles.
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and completely on how one’s own molecularlevel ideas changed relative to previous ideas,
and (iii) identifying evidence to justify model
reﬁnements as part of the reﬂection on how
and why ideas changed.
Exploring Gold Nanoparticles is a MORE
module that guides students to construct
and reﬁne their own evidence-based models of the structure and properties of colloidal gold nanoparticle systems (5). The initial
model assignment provides students with a
chemical equation for the synthesis of gold
nanoparticles and asks them to describe what
they expect to observe and what they think
will happen on the molecular level. At the
beginning of the ﬁrst laboratory session, a
few students present their initial models to
the class, and the instructor facilitates a discussion in which students share their ideas.
The instructor does not contribute ideas, but
encourages students to think about what evidence they can collect in the laboratory to test
their models. The vast majority of students
initially expect to observe the formation of a
shiny, bulk gold precipitate when synthesizing gold nanoparticles.
During the module, small groups of students participate in several iterations of
MORE. Students conduct experiments,
reflect upon how the evidence collected
relates to their models, participate in class
discussions, and reﬁne their models. In part
I, students use laser pointers to observe the
scattering of light in familiar aqueous solutions and colloidal mixtures (see photo, panels A and B) and interpret the evidence they
collect to propose molecular-level pictures
of each. Next, student groups synthesize
gold nanoparticles, varying the amount of
sodium citrate used such that different-sized
nanoparticles are produced. Students again
use laser pointers to collect evidence related
to the nature of the reactants (C) and products (D and E in the photo), which are solutions and colloidal mixtures, respectively.
An example illustrating how one student
reﬁned her model to be consistent with the
evidence she collected is shown in section
A of the table.
During part II, students view a live demonstration or computer animation of an
atomic-force microscope (AFM). Groups
are then provided with AFM images of the
reaction mixtures from the previous experi-
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T

he President’s Council
A
B
C
of Advisors on Science
and Technology stresses
the importance of adoption of
empirically validated instructional practices, such as inquirybased laboratory experiences,
in higher education (1). The
D
E
Exploring Gold Nanoparticles
laboratory module employs
an inquiry-based instructional
tool called the Model-ObserveReﬂect-Explain (MORE) Thinking Frame (2) to support student construction of evidencebased models of nanoparticles in
introductory chemistry courses. Nanoparticles revealed. Using laser pointers, students explore
various mixtures, collecting evidence to inform their models. A
Using MORE has been shown to laser shines on (A) a KMnO (aqueous) solution, (B) a ﬁne sus4
enhance students’ understand- pension of AgCl in water, and
(C) a HAuCl4 (aqueous) solution.
ing of the nature of science and (D) The three gold nanoparticle mixtures that students synthesize.
of scientific models compared (E) A laser shines on one of the gold nanoparticle mixtures. When
with traditional teaching meth- probed with the laser, scattering is not observed in the solutions
(A) and (C), but is observed in the colloidal mixtures (B) and (E).
ods (3, 4).
The MORE Thinking Frame
scaffolds students’ thinking as they work tional opportunities for them to reﬁne their
to construct and evaluate evidence-based, models. Each student presents a refined
molecular and/or nano-level models of chem- model, explains why it has (or has not)
ical systems. A MORE module begins with changed from his or her previous model, and
a written, prelaboratory assignment (5) that proposes a generalized model that could be
prompts each student to describe his or her used to understand new situations. At the end
ideas about the system under study from mac- of a module, each student proposes a next
roscopic and molecular-level perspectives. experiment that would help further reﬁne or
This serves as the student’s initial model. In test his or her molecular-level model.
writing their models, students are encouraged
Although the MORE Thinking Frame
to reﬂect upon and articulate their own ideas, is well-suited to guide students’ thinking as
rather than to look up scientists’ ideas. Next they conduct original research, in our genstudents conduct experiments in the labora- eral chemistry laboratory course, we have
tory (observe) and are explicitly prompted to more often applied it to investigations for
reﬂect upon the implications of their observa- which there is a fundamental, scientiﬁcally
tions as they relate to their initial model ideas. accepted model that has not yet been preStudents then reﬁne their models and explain sented to students. Research has shown that
how their revised molecular-level ideas are instructional paradigms in which students
consistent with the experimental evidence ﬁrst work to develop general rules or models,
they collected.
and expert ideas are presented only after stuAfter completing an iteration of MORE, dents complete their investigations, promote
students apply MORE to a subsequent set of deep understandings that facilitate transfer
laboratory activities, which provides addi- of learning [e.g., (6)]. Research in the context of another MORE module (7) indicates
that student engagement in three thinking
Department of Chemistry, Colorado State University, Fort
processes is strongly correlated with subseCollins, CO 80523, USA.
quent successful reasoning in new contexts.
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imental evidence, (ii) reﬂecting accurately
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effectively guides students to develop models of these systems. Most students successfully revise their initial models to be consistent with the evidence they collect, as well
as with scientiﬁcally accepted views. In the
process of constructing their own evidencebased models, as opposed to simply being
presented with the expert model, students
not only learn about the process of science,

A. First Refined Model (following Part I: What are nanoparticles?)
“…After mixing, each of the solutions changed colors. [Mixture] A became a cloudy brown color (blue when
held up to the light), [mixture] B became purple, and [mixture] C became red…. I had expected to see a
gold precipitate, but nothing was visible. However, we were able to see the laser beam through all of the
solutions, which tells me there had to be particles floating in the solution for the laser to reflect off of (even
though we can’t see them)…. I thought all of the solutions would be the same and would produce a gold
precipitate of the same amount. We did not find the solutions to be the same. Due to the three different
colors, there appears to be 3 different substances formed. As for the gold, I believe that it doesn’t just
separate into individual gold molecules. I think the Au molecules cluster together while floating and that
these clusters are the ‘nanoparticles.’ This explains why we can see the laser beam in the solutions—the
clusters of Au molecules give the beam something to bounce off of so we can see it…. I think the laser is
bouncing off clusters of particles that are bigger than regular molecules.”
B. During-Lab Reflection (following Part II: Using AFM Images to Refine Your Model)
“The citrate was the only thing that was varied so that means the citrate effects [sic] the way the gold
clumps together. In [mixture] A, they were the biggest clumps, in C they were the smallest…. The particles
are bigger than a single gold atom, which means it is a clump of many gold atoms.”
C. Final Refined Model (following completion of all parts of the module)
“…I thought all of the solutions would look the same with the AFM. However, this was wrong…. I believe
the nanoparticles are actually clumps of Au molecules and the bigger ones are just more Au molecules
clumped together….”
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ments, and students characterize the features
of the images (e.g., the heights of the structures) and further reﬁne their models of gold
nanoparticles (sections B and C of the table).
In part III, students predict what will
happen when aqueous solutions of potassium iodide and dextrose are added to a gold
nanoparticle mixture (8). They then conduct
experiments to test their predictions and further refine their models. Students predict
what AFM images of their mixtures will
look like and subsequently view and analyze
those images.
In the ﬁnal part of the module, students
explore the use of gold nanoparticles as optical biosensors by designing a pregnancy test
similar to a real-world urine test. The proposed mechanism behind the test is that
higher levels of protein, such as the pregnancy hormone human chorionic gonadotropin, bind to the surface of gold nanoparticles and reduce salt-induced aggregation,
which results in a color difference relative
to lower levels of protein (9, 10). For this
part of the module, each laboratory section
is provided with 60 ml of a colloidal gold
nanoparticle mixture and synthetic urine
samples from two fictitious women (one
pregnant and one not). The students must
work together to design a pregnancy test that
reliably distinguishes the samples.
Given students’ initial lack of familiarity with nanoscience, there is great potential for them to develop an understanding of
this topic in introductory science courses.
The Exploring Gold Nanoparticles module

but also enhance their understandings of
the systems they study. This makes it more
likely that students will be able to effectively
build upon their models and apply them in
new contexts, including more advanced
courses and research.
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Supplementary Materials

Student model excerpts. Excerpts from one general chemistry student’s laboratory reports showing how she
reﬁned her model of gold nanoparticles.
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